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 . in window. A: From what I've been able to find, most of the logic for what your script is doing comes from here. As for the h4
tag in CSS, I'm not sure if it exists in HTML5, but if it does, it'll probably look something like this: [class*="h"] { font-family:

Helvetica, Arial, sans-serif; font-weight: normal; color: #333; } Hope this helps. Ouvrage Marny Ouvrage Marny is a gros
ouvrage of the Maginot Line. It is located in the Colmar Gap, overlooking the town of Marny. The position was created in 1932
by improving and expanding the existing Casemate de Saint-Sébastien, and was heavily modernised in the 1980s, when it was

rebuilt on the model of a quadrilateral gros ouvrage. The two-level casemates can accommodate two 100mm or 150mm guns, or
four 75mm guns. Description Marny is a long, thin gros ouvrage with two large armament blocks, forming a very impressive set
of arms facing the valley and the road in the gap. The entrances are in the north-eastern corner of the ouvrage. The entrances are

overlooked by two 120mm heavy twin turrets. The ouvrage also has two smaller turrets, one on the southern face of the rear
block, and the other in the western face of the front block. A 75mm anti-tank gun turret also occupies part of the western face
of the front block. Casemates: There are two armoured blockhouses, north-east and south-east, each of which is armed with a

75mm anti-tank gun turret and a machine gun turret. The o 82157476af
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